Optimize Your Machine of industrial shock absorbers for the PET container industry.

Ideal for Stretch Rod and Mold Applications

When you're ready to optimize your PET blowing machines and reduce cycle time and increase output, you'll need ACE PET shocks to absorb the higher energies and reduce the extra wear and tear.

These durable models are engineered specifically to run faster, hotter and longer in Sidel and Krones blowers.

Longer Life! Duty Rated for Over 20 Million Cycles
PET Shock Absorber Benefits

- Increased production
- Increased system performance
- Increased shock absorber life
- Reduced downtime
- Reduced reaction forces
- NSF H1 oil reduces cross contamination issues

- Reduced component wear
- Reduced damage-causing impact forces
- Solves previous form and fit issues
- Lifetime warranty against material and workmanship
- Highly cost-competitive
- Color Coded for easier installation
  (Black = -1 Ultralight and Silver = -3 Medium)